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Abstract
We show explicitly how the exact renormalization group equation of interacting vector
models in the large N limit can be mapped into certain higher-spin equations of motion.
The equations of motion are generalized to incorporate a multiparticle extension of the
higher-spin algebra, which reflects the “multitrace” nature of the interactions in the dual
field theory from the holographic point of view.
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1 Introduction
The holographic principle is one of the fundamental ideas of modern physics; its explicit re-
alization in the context of the Maldacena conjecture [1, 2, 3] stands as a magnificent achieve-
ment. A natural limit of it is usually considered where a weakly coupled (super)gravity
theory in asymptotically AdS spacetime is conjectured to be dual to a strongly interacting
field theory. Working in this limit ultimately brought about potential applications to strongly
coupled particle physics and, more recently, condensed matter physics. There are also other
realizations of the holographic principle, one particularly interesting example is the duality
between vector models and higher-spin theories [4, 5, 6, 7] (see also [8, 9, 10, 11] for further
developments). One of the appealing features of the higher-spin/vector model duality is that
it has a convenient weak coupling limit in the field theory side, namely the vector models
with weak interactions. On the gravity side, the higher-spin theory in the bulk is conjec-
tured to be related to the tensionless limit of string theory [6, 12, 13]. This limit can also
be understood as the ultra-high energy limit of string theory [14, 15] where stringy effects
are dominant. Thus, the higher-spin/vector model duality could provide tools to shed some
light on quantum gravity with strong interactions in the bulk AdS spacetime by studying
relatively well understood weakly coupled field theories.
Many attempts to understand the physical origin of higher-spin holography, such as the
bi-local field method [16, 17, 18, 19, 20], the unfolding method [21] and the ambient space
approach [22], have been pursued. A completely different line of attack was put forward by
Douglas, Mazzucato and Razamat (DMR) [23]. They considered free vector models with
an effective nonlocal 2-point “interaction”, which encodes all the conserved currents with
chemical potentials turned on. They then explicitly mapped the exact renormalization group
(ERG) equation of this effective coupling constant to equations of motion in a higher-spin
theory. The work [23] is one realization of the general idea that reformulates the renor-
malization scale as an extra direction. Other realizations of this idea have been pursued
[24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29].
In this paper we build on the approach of [23] and show that their techniques can be
suitably extended to incorporate interactions in the vector models. We consider interacting
vector models obtained by deforming the free theory discussed in [23] with irrelevant inter-
actions (with N dependence factored out explicitly), which makes sure that the RG flow
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goes back to the free theory.1 We then explicitly map the ERG equations of the interactions
close to the free theory fixed point to the equations of motion in a DMR type higher-spin
theory [23]. A key insight in our construction is provided by recent work of Vasiliev where
the roˆle of multi-particle states in higher-spin theories is beginning to be elucidated [30] (see
also [31, 32, 33] for reviews of Vasiliev’s higher-spin theories). It is worth highlighting that
the higher-spin theory discussed in [23] is not explicitly of Vasiliev’s type. However, the
method to construct multiparticle higher-spin algebras in [30] is valid in general and can still
be applied in our current discussion.
Unlike in the free theory case, our map is not exact: there are terms in the higher-spin
equations of motion that do not appear in the ERG of the boundary field theory. These terms
are suppressed by powers of 1/N and are proportional to the interactions on the boundary.
Therefore our construction manifestly shows the breaking of the higher-spin symmetry by
the appearance of interactions in the boundary field theory, which is consistent with the
restrictions on (exact) higher-spin symmetries recently discussed in [34, 35].
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we show the map from the renormaliza-
tion group equation to the higher-spin equation of motion for a free theory while introducing
necessary notation. This section is largely a review of [23]. Section 3 describes the inter-
acting vector model in D ≥ 3 dimensions using the exact renormalization group equation.
In particular, we show how the multiparticle extension of the higher-spin algebra precisely
accommodates the terms corresponding to some interactions in the vector model. We further
discuss how to extend the previous map to the general correspondence between the ERG
equation of interacting vector models and the equation of motion satisfying multiparticle
extended higher-spin algebra. We conclude in section 4.
2 From ERG to higher-spin: The free vector models
In this section, we briefly review the work of [23] which consists in casting the ERG equations
of a free vector model in a form that coincides with higher-spin equations of motion.
2.1 The ERG equation
A fundamental property of any quantum field theory is its behavior under the renormalization
group (RG). In this work we focus on a particular realization of the RG known as the Exact
Renormalization Group (ERG) developed originally by Wilson [36] (see section §11). It was
fleshed out and formalized by Polchinski [37] whose presentation we shall follow (see also a
recent review [38]). For a theory living on D-dimensional spacetime with a generic interaction
Sint in the UV, the ERG equation reads
2:
dΛSint = −
∫
d(D)p
dΛK(p
2/Λ2, ~e)
K(p2/Λ2, ~e)
(
1 +
K(p2/Λ2, ~e)
p2
( ∂Sint
∂φ¯(p)
∂Sint
∂φ(p)
+
∂2Sint
∂φ¯(p)∂φ(p)
))
, (2.1)
where dΛ = Λ∂/∂Λ and we have separated out the kinematic part Sfree from the action. We
have introduced a momentum cutoff function K(p2/Λ2, ~e) such that the propagator vanishes
quickly when p2 > Λ2 and goes to 1/p2 for p2 < Λ2. Equation (2.1) is derived by requiring
1We need the RG flow to stay in the vicinity of the free theory fixed point so that the mapping from it to
the bulk can be interpreted as the “origin” of the duality between the free vector model and a bulk higher-spin
theory. We will explain this in detail in the following sections.
2Here we assume that the interaction is semilocal in the sense that momentum dependent coupling constants
admit Taylor expansions in momentum space.
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the partition function of the (effective) field theory to be invariant under the change of the
physical scale, Λ. 3
In addition, we have chosen an explicit reference point, ~e = {e0, . . . , eD−1}, in the D-
dimensional spacetime and the momentum cutoff function depends on the position of this
reference point. We require that the low energy effective theory does not depend on the choice
of this reference point and that implies the invariance under any spacetime translation.4 This
leads to another set of equations constraining the changes of the effective action in response
to a change of the vector ~e
deaSint = −
∫
d(D)x
deaK(/Λ
2, ~e)
K(/Λ2, ~e)
(
1 +
K(/Λ2, ~e)

( ∂Sint
∂φ¯(x)
∂Sint
∂φ(x)
+
∂2Sint
∂φ¯(x)∂φ(x)
))
, (2.2)
where  ≡ ∂b∂
b, a, b = 0, . . . ,D − 1 and we have expressed the ERG equation in position
space for later convenience. This set of equations is derived exactly as the derivation of (2.1),
which was carried out in [37]. A direct consequence of this fact is that (2.2) is almost identical
to (2.1) only with dΛK(p
2/Λ2, ~e) replaced by deiK(p
2/Λ2, ~e) in the momentum space.
Following DMR [23], one considers the ERG equation for the theory of N free complex
scalar fields φA(x) in D dimensions
S =
∑
A
∫
dDx|∂φA(x)|2 −
∫
dDxdDyB(x, y)φ¯A(x)φA(y). (2.3)
In momentum space, the action takes the form
S =
∫
dDp dDq (P (p, q)−B(p, q)) φ¯A(q)φA(p) , (2.4)
where
P (p, q) = p2K−1(p2/Λ2)δ(D)(p− q), B(p, q) =
∫
dDx dDy
(2π)2D
e−iqx+ipyB(x, y)
φA(x) =
∫
dDp
(2π)D
eipxφA(p) . (2.5)
For the quadratic action above we identify the “interacting” piece as:
Sint =
∫
dDpdDqB(p, q)φ¯A(q)φA(p). (2.6)
As in [23], this choice of bi-local interaction is a collective notation for operators of the form
Js ∼ φ
A∂µ1 . . . ∂µsφ
A, that is, the set of singlet conserved currents in the free field theory.
Substituting into the ERG and considering the coefficient of the φ¯φ term we obtain the
equation
Λ
∂B(p, q)
∂Λ
= −
∫
dDs
s2
Λ
∂K(s2/Λ2, ~e)
∂Λ
B(s, q)B(p, s). (2.7)
3We have explicitly allowed a normalizing field-independent term left out in [37], this term accounts for
the factor of −1 in the above form of the ERG equation.
4Choosing a reference/marked point in spacetime is conceptually analogous to choosing a point Λ in the
direction of energy scale. The invariance of the partition functions under any change of this reference point
is merely a reflection that the quantum field theory is defined on an affine space: choosing a reference point
is the same as adding an origin to the affine space to identify it with the underlying vector space, and except
for this the origin is not a special point in any sense.
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In order to cast the ERG equations in the language of higher-spin theories, it is convenient
to introduce the following definitions
αr =
dΛK(p
2/Λ2, ~e)
p2
δ(D)(p − q) , (2.8)
B(p/Λ, q/Λ) = Λ2−D−|s|−|t|Bst p
s qt , (2.9)
αstr = Λ
2−D−|s|−|t|
∫
dDp
∫
dDq αr(p, q)p
s qt , (2.10)
where s stands for an array of indices taking values in the set a = 0, . . . ,D − 1, and |s| > 0
represents the length of the array s.5 Then the ERG equation takes an instructive form
d
dΛ
Bst = −Bsi α
ij
r Bjt + Λ
−1(|s|+ |t|+D − 2)Bst . (2.11)
Similar equations can be derived from (2.2). Plugging the interacting part of (2.3) into
(2.2) we get
dea
(
B(x, y)φ¯A(x)φA(y)
)
= −
∫
dDz

deaK(/Λ
2, ~e)B(x, z)B(z, y)φ¯A(x)φA(y) . (2.12)
Since (2.2) is derived by requiring invariance of the partition function under a change of the
reference point ~e, the meaning of the left hand side of (2.12) becomes transparent only after
we consider the change of the point ~e. To do so, we use an equivalent (passive) realization of
the change of ~e, namely a rigid translation of the coordinates ~x → ~x + ~e. The invariance of
this transformation means that we can rewrite (2.12) as
dea
(
B(x+ e, y + e)φ¯A(x+ e)φA(y + e)
)
=
−
∫
dDz

deaK(/Λ
2, ~e)B(x+ e, z + e)B(z + e, y + e)φ¯A(x+ e)φA(y + e) (2.13)
To pull the φ¯A(x+ e)φA(y+ e) out of the derivative, we use the Fourier representation of the
fields (2.5), which leads6
dea
(
B(x+ e, y + e)φ¯A(x+ e)φA(y + e)
)
= dea
(
B(x+ e, y + e)
∫
dDp
(2π)D
e−ip(x+e)φ¯A(p)
dDq
(2π)D
eiq(y+e)φ¯(q)
)
=
(
deaB(x+ e, y + e) + i(qa − pa)B(x+ e, y + e)
)
φ¯A(x+ e)φA(y + e) . (2.14)
Plugging this back to (2.13), rewriting x+ e, y + e, z + e as x, y, z for simplicity, we have
deaB(x, y) + i(qa − pa)B(x, y)
= −
∫
dDz

deaK(/Λ
2, ~e)B(x, z)B(z, y), (2.15)
5 We impose the condition that |s| 6= 0 for the following reason. Suppose in the expansion (2.9) we
have a term with |s| = 0, which means we have a contribution
∑
t Btq
t to the B(p/Λ, q/Λ). We can inverse
Fourier transform this contribution to configuration space and that will give a term
∫
dDyB(0, y)φ¯A(0)φA(y) ≡∫
dDyJ A(y)φA(y). In this work we will turn off any source of a single field φA(x) or φ¯A(x) which has a free
U(N) indices, since it may lead to the breaking of the U(N) symmetry. This requires that in the expansion
(2.9) neither |s| nor |t| can be zero.
6Notice that here we have used the fact that the translation ~x → ~x + ~e is rigid, which means ~e does not
depend on x. This makes sure that the Fourier transformation (2.14) is not messed up in the presence of ~e.
Moreover, the requirement that ~e does not depend on x is also used in the derivation of (2.2), which guarantees
that the dea commutes with spacetime derivatives.
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where the momenta p, q should be understood in terms of (2.14).
It is more convenient to express the above result in the momentum space,
deaB(p, q) = −
∫
dDs
s2
deaK(s
2/Λ2, ~e)B(p, s)B(s, q)− i(qa − pa)B(p, q) . (2.16)
We can then do an expansion in momentum space as in (2.11), which gives
dea Bst = −Bsx α
xy
i Byt + i(p
a − qa)Bst. (2.17)
where dea = e
a∂/∂ea. Note that the second term in the right hand side of equation (2.17)
is proportional to momentum conservation as should be the case for interactions that are
invariant under ~x→ ~x+ ~e.
2.2 The star product
Higher-spin algebras are conveniently defined with the help of a star product. Thus, in
order to map the ERG equations derived in the previous section, we first introduce the star
product that will be a key ingredient in the following analysis. Following [32, 23], we introduce
auxiliary variables yα, y¯α, z
α, z¯α, with the indices α ∈ {•, r, 0, . . . ,D − 1}. To simplify our
computation, we adopt two equivalent expressions for the auxiliary variables:
yα ≡ y1,α , y¯α ≡ y
2,α , zα ≡ z1,α , z¯α ≡ z
2,α . (2.18)
In terms of these variables, the star product admits a differential expression
(f ∗ g)(y, z) = f(y, z) exp
(
−
1
2
ηαβǫij(
←−
∂
∂zi,α
+
←−
∂
∂yi,α
)(
−→
∂
∂yj,β
−
−→
∂
∂zj,β
)
)
g(y, z) , (2.19)
where the index α, β ∈ {•, r, 0, . . . ,D− 1} and i, j = 1, 2 label the (un)barred variables. The
extended metric is taken to be ηαβ = diag(−1, 1, η
CFT
aa ), where a, b = 0, . . . ,D − 1 label the
(boundary) spacetime.
For later convenience, we list some facts about the star product (2.19). First, it is useful
to define new variables Y, Z, Y¯ , Z¯ via
ya = Y a + Za, y¯a =
1
2
(Y¯a − Z¯a), z
a = Za − Y a, z¯a =
1
2
(Y¯a + Z¯a) . (2.20)
The star product (2.19) in terms of these Y, Z variables reads
(f ′ ∗ g′)(Y,Z, Y¯ , Z¯) = f ′(Y, Y¯ , Z, Z¯) exp
( ←−
∂
∂Y¯a
−→
∂
∂Y a
+
←−
∂
∂Za
−→
∂
∂Z¯a
)
)
g′(Y, Y¯ , Z, Z¯) . (2.21)
With this definition, it is convenient to construct a Klein-like operator
G = exp(−Y aY¯a − Z
aZ¯a) . (2.22)
One can then check that
Y¯ ∗G = 0 , Z ∗G = 0 , G ∗ Y = 0 , G ∗ Z¯ = 0 . (2.23)
However, the order of operators in these simple vanishing relations is crucial, if we flip the
order, then the star products are no longer vanishing, namely
Y ∗G = Y G , Z¯ ∗G = Z¯G , G ∗ Y¯ = GY¯ , G ∗ Z = GZ , (2.24)
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where the right hand side are usual products. Another useful relation in the computation
reads
G ∗G = GG+G(Y Y¯ + ZZ¯)G+
1
2
G(Y Y¯ + ZZ¯)2G+ . . . = GG−1G = G. (2.25)
In fact, we can expand any function f(Y,Z, Y¯ , Z¯) that involves the operator G and admits
a formal power expansion in terms of Y,Z, Y¯ , Z¯ into the form
f(Y,Z, Y¯ , Z¯) =
∑
a,b,c,d
fabcdY a ∗ Z¯b ∗G ∗ Y¯ c ∗ Zd .
The above presentation follows from the properties (2.24): each term in this formal ex-
pansion can be written as a product of usual multiplications between commuting variables
Y aZ¯bY¯ cZdG = Y a ∗ Z¯b ∗ G ∗ Y¯ c ∗ Zd. The star product of two terms in the above formal
expansion has the following simple form
(Y a ∗ Z¯b ∗G ∗ Y¯ c ∗ Zd) ∗ (Y a
′
∗ Z¯b
′
∗G ∗ Y¯ c
′
∗ Zd
′
)
= |c|!|d|!δ|c|,|a′|δ|d|,|b′|δ
c1
(a′
1
. . . δcn
a′n)
δd1
(b′
1
. . . δdn
b′n)
Y a ∗ Z¯b ∗G ∗ Y¯ c
′
∗ Zd
′
. (2.26)
2.3 Mapping ERG to higher-spin equations of motion
With the star product defined above, it is possible to connect the ERG equations (2.11) and
(2.17) with higher-spin equations of motion in the AdSD+1 spacetime background.
We start constructing the bulk higher-spin theory by introducing the following gauge
connections that describe the AdS background [23]
W (0)µ =
1
r
Pµ , (2.27)
where
Pr = z¯rz
• − z¯•z
r, (2.28)
Pa = z¯a (z
• − zr)− (z¯• − z¯r) z
a .
The connection satisfies the flatness condition evaluated using the star product
dW (0) +W (0) ∗W (0) = 0 . (2.29)
The higher-spin fields are treated as fluctuations around this AdS background (2.27).
This idea is implemented in [23] by defining W =W (0) + δW with δWr = rB ∗ αr,
7 and
B(y, z, y¯, z¯) = i|s|−|t|rD−2Bst Y
s Zt e−Y Y¯−ZZ¯ (z¯r − z¯•)
|s|+|t| , (2.30)
αr(y, z, y¯, z¯) = −
(−i)|t|−|s|
|s|!|t|!
r−D αstr Y¯t Z¯s e
−Y Y¯−ZZ¯ (z¯r − z¯•)
−|s|−|t| . (2.31)
Then with the help of the properties in section 2.2 it is easy to show that
d
dr
B +Wr ∗ B −B ∗ W˜r = i
s−trD−3 Y s Zt e−Y Y¯−ZZ¯ (z¯r − z¯•)
|s|+|t|
×
(
(D − 2 + (|s|+ |t|))Bst + r
∂
∂r
Bst −Bsu α
uq
µ Bqt
)
, (2.32)
7Here we include an extra factor of r to correct the r counting.
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where W˜ = W (0). Notice that the terms in the big parenthesis in (2.32) coincide with the
ERG equation (2.11) with the identification Λ = 1
r
and hence dΛ = Λ
∂
∂Λ = −r
∂
∂r
.
So the ERG equation (2.11) implies the following equation
d
dr
B +Wr ∗ B −B ∗ W˜r = 0 . (2.33)
Equations in the other directions xa 6= r can be derived in a similar way. It is shown in [23]
that the [W (0), B]∗ reproduces the linear term on the right hand side of (2.17). The term
δWa ∗B = r B ∗ αa ∗B, where αa is defined as
αa(y, z, y¯, z¯) = −
(−i)|t|−|s|
|s|!|t|!
r−D αsta Y¯t Z¯s e
−Y Y¯−ZZ¯ (z¯r − z¯•)
−|s|−|t| , (2.34)
reproduces the nonlinear term on the right hand side of (2.17) in the same way as in (2.32).
This similarity between the computation in the r direction and the xa direction is not sur-
prising since the ERG equations (2.7) and the xa translation equation (2.12) are identical
provided that we replace αr with αa. Taking the two pieces together, we have the following
equation for B in the xa direction
d
dxa
B +Wa ∗ B −B ∗ W˜a = 0 , (2.35)
whose vanishing is a direct consequence of (2.17).
Further more, following [23] we impose the covariance condition
dα+W (0) ∗ α+ α ∗ W (0) = 0 . (2.36)
which should be understood as a constraint on the cutoff function K(p2/Λ2, ~e). Then right
star multiplying (2.33) and (2.35) by αµ and taking into account the flatness condition of the
AdS background (2.29), we arrive at the following equations which turn out to be a flatness
conditions of the full connection
dW +W ∗W = 0 , dW˜ + W˜ ∗ W˜ = 0 . (2.37)
Thus, the ERG equations are equivalent to higher-spin equations of motion expressed as
flatness conditions of the gauge connection. One can extract the equation of motions for
gauge fields with different spins by an expansion of the field W and B in powers of the
auxiliary variables.
3 From ERG to higher-spin: The interacting vector models
Now we are ready to deform the free theory at UV with higher-point interactions. In the
following discussion, we only add in irrelevant deformations. In D dimension, relevant defor-
mations correspond to operators of the form (φ¯φ)n with n < D
D−2 . In this paper, we give
a uniform treatment for CFT in D ≥ 3 dimensional spacetime, so we only put in operators
with n > 3 in our computation. One exception is that the operator with n = 3 is irrelevant
in D > 3 and exact marginal in D = 3 [39], so we will put it in our discussion as well. In
summary, we consider operator deformations of the form (φ¯φ)n with n ≥ 3 in D ≥ 3.
We do not include the relevant deformations since they will drive the theory to some
non-trivial strongly coupled fixed point or some strongly coupled massive confining theories
deep in the IR. In this work one of our motivations is the duality between a 3D free CFT
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on the boundary and a higher-spin theory in the bulk.8 Thus we do not want our theory
to flow to some strongly coupled regime, which indicates that we should only consider the
(marginally) irrelevant deformations.
However, this is not enough to keep us close to the free theory fixed point. Note that one
essential difference between the ERG in the free theory [23] and in our interacting theory is
that in the Wilsonian approach, all types of interactions, including the relevant interactions,
are generated along the RG flow. These dynamically generated interactions will ultimately
drive us to the stable Wilson-Fisher fixed point in the IR in D < 4 dimension. So in order to
stay in a vicinity of the free theory, we have to put in small irrelevant perturbations and run
down infinitesimally from energy scale Λ to Λ− ǫ. Then the effects of the relevant operators
are suppressed by O(ǫ) and we then have a valid approximation.
3.1 The interacting ERG equation
We consider a general UV action with nonlocal interactions
S=
∫
dDpdDq
(
P (p, q)−B(1)(p, q)
)
φ¯(q)Aφ(p)A (3.1)
−
1
Nn−1
∫ ( n∏
j=1
dDpjd
Dqjφ¯
Aj (qj)φ
Aj (pj)
)
B(n)(p1, . . . , pn, q1, . . . , qn) .
As stated above the sum over repeated indices implies that we restrict our treatment to the
singlet sector. Notice that we have explicitly written out a 1/Nn−1 factor in the interaction
term since the interaction we put in is a multitrace operator.
Using (2.1), we can compute the running of the coupling constants B(1) and B(n), namely
the ERG, in the Wilsonian approach. The ERG of B(1) turns out to be the same as (2.7).
The ERG of the coupling constants B(n) reads9
dΛB
(n)(p1, . . . , pn, q1, . . . , qn) =
−
∫
dDr
dΛK(r
2/Λ2, ~e)
r2
n∑
k=1
(
B(n)(p, q)
∣∣
qk=r
B(1)(r, qk) +B
(n)(p, q)
∣∣
pk=r
B(1)(pk, r)
)
.(3.2)
We have an important comment on this equation. From (2.1) we see that there will be
extra terms with the schematic form B(n+1)+
∑n
l=2B
(l)B(n−l+1) that contribute to equation
(3.2): these terms will be generated along the RG flow even if they are not present in the
initial deformed Lagrangian (3.1). However, they are all of order O(ǫ) as we only run down
infinitesimally in the energy scale, as we discussed at the beginning of this section. Therefore,
their contributions to equation (3.2) drop out, which makes (3.2) a good approximation. A
similar approximation is also used in the ERG of B(1).
We assume the coupling constants to be semi-local, which means we can expand the
8There are other versions of holographic dualities involving higher-spin theories in the bulk with interacting
CFT’s on the boundary. The higher-spin/critical O(N) vector model duality has been shown, in [40, 41], to
follow from the free CFT duality order by order in 1
N
.
9Here we leave out the free energy part which is the term that does not depend on (φ¯(p)φ(p))n. Its
form is exactly as discussed in [23] and can be accounted for, if desired, by the appropriate field-independent
transformation used in equation (2.1).
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coupling constants in power series of momenta
B(n)(p, q)=Λn(2−D)−
∑
i(|si|+|ti|)B
(n)
s1,...sn,t1,...tn
n∏
i=1
p
si
i q
ti
i , (3.3)
αstr = Λ
2−D−|s|−|t|
∫
dDp
∫
dDq α(p, q)ps qt, (3.4)
where in (3.3) the factor n(2−D) is the mass dimension of B(n)(p, q) in momentum space,
this factor is included to make sure that B
(n)
s1...snt1...tn
is dimensionless. Note that αst has mass
dimension −1. Plugging these into (3.2), we have
dΛB
(n)
s1,...sn,t1,...tn
= −Λ−1(n(2−D)−
∑
i
(|si|+ |ti|))B
(n)
s1,...sn,t1,...tn
(3.5)
+
n∑
k=1
(
(B
(n)
s1,...sn,t1,...tn
∣∣
tk=a
)αa,bB
(1)
b,tk
+B(1)sk,a α
a,b(B
(n)
s1,...sn,t1,...tn
∣∣
sk=b
)
)
.
Thus, we see that the ERG equation for a general interaction gives rise to an infinite set
of equations, most importantly, this set of equations is characterized by strings of indices
s1 . . . snt1 . . . tn, and on the right hand side, all possible terms with the free indices being
s1 . . . snt1 . . . tn, whose relative order is fixed, are present with simple coefficients. This is the
master equation that connects to equations of motion for higher-spin fields in the bulk.
3.2 Multiparticle higher-spin algebra
As indicated in (3.1), we have considered operator deformations that look like “multitrace”
operators. From the holographic point of view, these multitrace deformations should be
related to the multiparticle states in the bulk. In the case we are interested in, this suggests
that the bulk dual should contain fields that transform under some “multiparticle” version
of the higher-spin algebra. In [30], Vasiliev has constructed this algebra explicitly. Since the
multiparticle extension of higher-spin algebras plays a crucial role in the following discussion,
we will first briefly review one realization of it following [30], which turns out to be very
convenient for us.
The generators of the (single particle) higher-spin algebra can be collectively denoted as
Ξ = (1, yµ, zµ, yµyν , . . .). For n-particle algebraMn, we consider n species of these generators,
which can be collectively denoted as Ξi = (1, y
µ
i , z
µ
i , y
µ
i y
ν
i , . . .). The multiplication rules
among them are defined as
Ξαi ∗ Ξ
β
i = f
αβ
γ Ξ
γ
i , Ξ
α
i ∗ Ξ
β
j = Ξ
β
j ∗ Ξ
α
i , (3.6)
where i, j labels different sets of auxiliary variables and α, β labels different basis in one set of
the basis. The multiparticle algebra can be realized as a subalgebra of the enveloping algebra
of the algebra defined by (3.6), whose generators are polynomials of Ξi that are symmetric
under the Sn permutation group of different species.
With these generators in different species, we can define the following functions that will
be useful in the discussion below.
In the context of multiparticle algebra, the definition of the αµ(y
a, za) ≡ αµ(Ξ) now
depends on which set of Ξ we use. It is natural to define a general αµ(Ξj) function that is
obtained from αµ(Ξ) by identifying Ξ with Ξj.
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We can further define
C(Ξj, sj, tj) = i
sj−tj rD−2 Y
sj
j ∗Gj ∗ Z
tj
j ((z¯j)r − (z¯j)•)
sj+tj , (3.7)
E(Ξ, s, t) = αµ(Ξ) ∗ C(Ξ, s, t) =
∑
p
(
−
ip−t
p!
r−2 α
ps
µ (Z¯p ∗G ∗ Z
t) (z¯r − z¯•)
t−p
)
, (3.8)
H(Ξ, s, t) = C(Ξ, s, t) ∗ αµ(Ξ) =
∑
q
(
−
is−q
q!
r−2 α
tq
µ (Y
s ∗G ∗ Y¯q) (z¯r − z¯•)
s−q
)
, (3.9)
where we have suppressed the species indices j in (3.8) and (3.9) and the Ξ’s therein are of
the same specie. From (3.6), we have the following relations
C(Ξl, sl, tl)∗C(Ξl, sl, tl) = 0 , C(Ξj, sj, tj)∗C(Ξl, sl, tl) = C(Ξl, sl, tl)∗C(Ξj, sj , tj) , j 6= l .
(3.10)
The proof of these relations is simple. The first half is a direct consequence of (2.26) since we
always have G ∗ Y in the product. The second half is a direct consequence of (3.6). Another
relation we need is
H(Ξj , sj, tj) ∗ C(Ξj, pj , qj) = −r
−2α
tp
µ C(Ξj, sj , qj) = C(Ξj, pj , qj) ∗E(Ξj , sj , tj) .
3.3 Mapping to higher-spin equation of motions
We connect the multiparticle algebra with the ERG equation (3.5) via the follow schematic
map
paj → i
Y aj
r
, qaj → −i
Zaj
r
. (3.11)
Note in (3.5) the monenta carry “boundary” indices with a ∈ {0, . . . ,D − 1}. To carry
out the star products, we first double the Y and Z auxiliary fields in (3.11) to the set of
{Y a, Za, Y¯ a, Z¯a}, and we will do a truncation by setting
Y¯ a = 0 , and Z¯a = 0 , (3.12)
at the very end of the computation since the physical information is all encoded in the Y,Z
part.10 The mapping (3.11) suggests the following definition
B(n)(Ξl1 , . . . ,Ξln) = B
(n)
s1,··· ,snt1,··· ,tn
n∏
j=1
C(Ξlj , sj, tj) , (3.13)
where repeated indices of sk, tk are summed over implicitly.
Following the properties in section (3.2) with 1 ≤ k ≤ n, we have the relations
B(n)(Ξl1 , . . . ,Ξln) ∗ αµ(Ξk) = B
(n)
s1,··· ,snt1,··· ,tn
(
H(Ξk, sl−1(k), tl−1(k))
n∏
j=1,j 6=l−1(k)
C(Ξlj , sj, tj)
)
,
(3.14)
10Notice that this projection is in the same fashion as in Vasiliev higher-spin theory, where the physical
information is encoded in the terms that only depend on Y and Y¯ variables. To extract the physical informa-
tion, we need to set Z = 0 and Z¯ = 0 at the end of the computation in the Vasiliev higher-spin theory (e.g.
[11]). In our higher-spin theory, the physical information is encoded in Y,Z (3.11), so a similar projection in
our case is given by (3.12).
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αµ(Ξk) ∗ B
(n)(Ξl1 , . . . ,Ξln) = B
(n)
s1,··· ,snt1,··· ,tn
(
E(Ξk, sl−1(k), tl−1(k))
n∏
j=1,j 6=l−1(k)
C(Ξlj , sj , tj)
)
,
(3.15)
where the formal notatin l−1(k) represents the index j such that lj = k. Notice that there
are implicit αstµ dependence in the functions E and H.
For k > n, the star product turns to the usual local commuting product
B(n)(Ξ1, . . . ,Ξn) ∗ αµ(Ξk) = B
(n)(Ξ1, . . . ,Ξn)αµ(Ξk) (3.16)
= αµ(Ξk)B
(n)(Ξ1, . . . ,Ξn) = αµ(Ξk) ∗B
(n)(Ξ1, . . . ,Ξn) ,
which is zero after the projection (3.12).
We now consider the product
B(n)(Ξr1 , . . . ,Ξrn) ∗ αµ(Ξk) ∗B
(m)(Ξu1 , . . . ,Ξum) (3.17)
=B
(n)
s1,··· ,snt1,··· ,tn
B
(m)
p1,··· ,pmq1,··· ,qm
(
H(Ξk, sr−1k, tr−1k)
n∏
j=1,j 6=l−1k
C(Ξrj , sj , tj)
)
∗
m∏
l=1
C(Ξul, pl, ql) .
To evaluate the star product in the above expression, notice that there are three possibilities
1. {Ξr}
⋂
{Ξu} = ∅, the star product reduces to the usual commuting product. This
reduces to zero after the projection (3.12) since there are either Y¯ or Z¯ in the normal
products.11
2. {Ξr}
⋂
{Ξu} = {Ξk}, which means Ξk is the only element of {Ξr}
⋂
{Ξu}. In this case,
the only non-trivial star products is between the H function with the C function that
is in the same species of H.
3. other cases, namely {Ξr}
⋂
{Ξu} ) {Ξk} or {Ξr}
⋂
{Ξu} + {Ξk}, the term evaluates
to zero by (3.10).
Therefore expression (3.17) is zero unless {Ξr}
⋂
{Ξl} = {Ξk}, in which case (3.17) evaluates
to
B(n)(Ξr1 , . . . ,Ξrn) ∗ αµ(Ξk) ∗B
(m)(Ξu1 , . . . ,Ξum)
= −r−2B
(n)
s1,··· ,snt1,··· ,tnα
t
r−1k
p
u−1k
µ B
(m)
p1,··· ,pmq1,··· ,qm
×C(Ξk, sr−1k, qu−1k)
n∏
j=1,j 6=r−1k
C(Ξrj , sj , tj)
m∏
l=1,l 6=u−1k
C(Ξul , pl, ql)
= −r−2B
(n)
s1,··· ,snt1,··· ,tn
α
t
r−1k
p
u−1k
µ B
(m)
p1,··· ,pmq1,··· ,qm
∏
j=free indices
C(Ξj, sj(pj), tj(qj)) , (3.18)
where the sum over repeated indices is implicit.
With all these relations, we are ready to consider the following definition of the gauge
11Note that here we use the fact that |s| 6= 0 and |t| 6= 0.
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connection
B =
∑
i
B(1)(Ξi) +
1
nNn−1
∑
j1,..,jn
B(n)(Ξj1 , . . . ,Ξjn) (3.19)
W (0)r =
1
r
n∑
j=1
(
¯(zj)r(zj)
• − ¯(zj)•(zj)
r
)
(3.20)
W (0)a =
1
r
n∑
j=1
(
¯(zj)a
(
(zj)
• − (zj)
r
)
−
( ¯(zj)• − ¯(zj)r) (zj)a
)
(3.21)
W˜ =W (0) , W =W (0) + δW , δW = B ∗
∑
k
αµ(Ξk) , (3.22)
where we have introduced a formal sum over all possible flavor indices i, j, k. This makes
both the B and Wr field symmetric under any permutation of the species indices i and j, as
required by the multiparticle algebra.12
Then a straightforward but cumbersome computation shows that
(dr B +Wr ∗B −B ∗ W˜r) r
2 (3.23)
=
∑
s,t
[
dΛBst +Bsx α
xy Byt − Λ
−1(|s|+ |t|+D − 2)Bst
]∑
j
C(Ξj, s, t)
+
1
nNn−1
∑
σ∈SN
∑
si,ti
[
dΛB
(n)
s1,...sn,t1,...tn
+ Λ−1(n(2−D)−
∑
i
(|si|+ |ti|))B
(n)
s1,...sn,t1,...tn
−
n∑
k=1
(
(B
(n)
s1,...sn,t1,...tn
∣∣
tk=a
)αa,bB
(1)
b,tk
+B(1)sk,a α
a,b(B
(n)
s1,...sn,t1,...tn
∣∣
sk=b
)
)] n∏
j=1
C(Ξσ(j), sj , tj)
+
1
n2N2n−2
∑
σ,σ′∈SN
( n∑
k=1
∑
si,ti,ui,vi
B
(n)
s1,...sn,t1,...tn
∣∣
tk=a
αa,bB(n)u1,...un,v1,...vn
∣∣
uk=b
)
×
n∏
j=1
C(Ξσ(j), sj , tj)C(Ξσ′(j), uj , vj) , (3.24)
where we have performed the projection (3.12) when going from the first line to the second
line. The terms in the two square brackets vanish due to the ERG equations (2.11) and (3.5)
on the boundary. Thus we have
(drB +Wr ∗B −B ∗ W˜r) r
2 =
1
n2N2n−2
∑
σ,σ′∈SN
( n∑
k=1
B
(n)
s1,...sn,t1,...tn
∣∣
tk=a
αa,bB(n)u1,...un,v1,...vn
∣∣
uk=b
) n∏
j=1
C(Ξσ(j), sj, tj)C(Ξσ′(j), uj , vj)
⇒ drB +Wr ∗B −B ∗Wr ≃ 0 , (3.25)
Notice that in our setup n ≥ 3, the non-vanishing terms are significantly suppressed in the
large-N limit. We have used the sign ≃ to represent the fact that (3.25) is valid only in the
large-N limit. In this sense, our mapping to the bulk DMR higher-spin theory is only exact
in the large-N limit: the equation of motion will be deformed by o(N) terms at finite N .
12Notice that this symmetric property can also be seen in the field theory side, which corresponds to the
permutations of all the pairs (p1, qi) in (3.1).
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The computation in the a 6= r direction follows in parallel. It is easy to generalize
the result (2.17) to the interacting theory with interaction B(n)(φφ¯)n, where the translation
invariance in xa directions requires
deaB
(n)
s1,...sn,t1,...tn
n∏
i=1
p
si
i q
ti
i = −i
n∑
j=1
(paj − q
a
j )B
(n)
s1,...sn,t1,...tn
n∏
i=1
p
si
i q
ti
i (3.26)
+
n∑
k=1
(
(B
(n)
s1,...sn,t1,...tn
∣∣
tk=a
)αa,bB
(1)
b,tk
+B(1)sk,a α
a,b(B
(n)
s1,...sn,t1,...tn
∣∣
sk=b
)
) n∏
i=1
p
si
i q
ti
i .
In the above computation in the free case, we have shown that the linear terms in (3.26)
are reproduced by [W
(0)
a , B]∗ with the definition (3.31), (3.33) and (3.34). In addition the
nonlinear terms in (3.26) are reproduced by the δWa ∗ B = r B ∗ αa ∗ B term, which is
identical to the computation in r component as in (3.24) and (3.25). This is again due to the
uniformality of the analogous expressions of (2.7) and (2.12) for the interacting theories. In
summary, we can follow the same path of the derivation of (3.25) to show that
daB +Wa ∗B −B ∗Wa ≃ 0 . (3.27)
With (3.25) and (3.27), we can follow the same argument in [23], which is reviewed at the
end of section 2.3 to show the following
dW +W ∗W ≃ 0 , dW˜ + W˜ ∗ W˜ ≃ 0 , (3.28)
where the ≃ again represents the fact that the equations are true only in the large-N limit.
3.4 Deforming with more general interactions
In this section, we consider the action with general interactions, that is, the interacting part
of the action admits an expansion
Sint =
∑
n≥3
1
Nn−1
B(n)(p1, . . . , pn, q1, . . . , qn)φ
A1(q1)φ¯
A1(p1) · · · φ
An(qn)φ¯
An(pn) (3.29)
We can directly compute the ERG of all the coupling constants B(n). Since all higher order
interactions are included in the initial lagrangian (3.29), the approximation we made in
deriving (3.2) is no longer valid: we can no longer neglect the B(n+1) +
∑n
l=2B
(l)B(n−l+1)
term in the dΛB
(n) ERG equation. Therefore the ERG equations of the generic interacting
lagrangian (3.29) take the following schematic form
dΛB
(n) = B(n+1) +
n∑
l=1
B(l)B(n−l+1) , n ≥ 3 . (3.30)
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To map these equations to some higher-spin equations of motion, we generalize the construc-
tion in the previous section straightforwardly. Consider
B =
∑
i
B(1)(Ξi) +
∑
n≥3
1
nNn−1
∑
j1,..,jn
B(n)(Ξj1 , . . . ,Ξjn) (3.31)
W (0)r =
1
r
∑
j=1
(
¯(zj)r(zj)
• − ¯(zj)•(zj)
r
)
(3.32)
W (0)a =
1
r
∑
j=1
(
¯(zj)a
(
(zj)
• − (zj)
r
)
−
( ¯(zj)• − ¯(zj)r) (zj)a
)
(3.33)
W˜ =W (0) , W =W (0) + δW , δW = B ∗
∑
k
αµ(Ξk) , (3.34)
Then a straightforward computation shows that the equation dr B+Wr ∗B−B ∗W˜r captures
all the terms of the schematic form B(l)B(n−l+1) but not the terms of the form B(n+1), which
comes from the ∂
2Sint
∂φ¯(p)∂φ(p)
term in (2.1). This mismatch is cured in the large N limit where
all B(n+1) terms are suppressed by their 1/Nn−1 coefficients, which show up in exactly the
same way as the 1/Nn−1 coefficients in the second line of (3.24). The only exception is the
term with n = 1, where the term B(2) in the dΛB
(1) equation, (3.30), is not suppressed
with power of 1/N . For this special case, we use the fact that in (3.29) we do not include
the relevant deformation B(2), so the B(2) term appearing in the dΛB
(1) equation must be
generated dynamically along the RG flow and hence is of order O(ǫ) by our discussion at the
beginning of this section. Therefore, it is subleading too.
In summary, for the most generic irrelevant deformation (3.29), namely provided that
we do not include the n = 2 term, we can always map the ERG equation describing the
running of (3.29) to the DMR type higher-spin equation of motion in the large-N limit.
When finite N corrections are included, the curvature will in general be non-vanishing, which
can be understood as o(1/N ) breaking of the exact higher-spin symmetry by interactions in
agreement with the conclusion reached in [34, 35].
4 Conclusions
In this paper we have examined how the ERG equations of interacting vector models map
to a multiparticle higher-spin equation of motion. We hope, by developing this particular
example, to have shed some light on the bigger question of the holographic interpretation of
the RG equations. A few ingredients in our derivation play prominent roˆles and they will
probably be central in more general situations:
• Multi-trace deformations, typical interactions in the field theory, require an understand-
ing of multi-particle states in the bulk.
• Our result is only exact in the large N limit. In general, there will be extra terms in the
ERG equation (3.24) and the curvature in the higher-spin equation of motion, (3.28), is
non-zero. This reflects the fact that the introduction of interactions in the vector model
breaks the higher-spin symmetry in complete agreement with the results of Maldacena
and Zhiboedov [35].
• In this paper, we want to construct the duality relation between the free vector model
and a bulk higher-spin theory. Therefore it is crucial for us to consider RG flows near
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the UV fixed point (the free theory) instead of RG flows from the UV theory to another
IR theory. This is the reason why we have excluded the relevant deformation and only
run down infinitesimally from the UV scale: otherwise the RG flow drives the free
theory to the critical O(N) model which is a stable IR fixed point.
Notice that the relevant deformation is used in [40, 41] to show that the duality between
Vasilievs theory and the critical O(N) model follows, order by order in 1/N , from the
duality with free field theory on the boundary. This fact and our analysis are thus
complementary to each other in the sense of whether relevant or irrelevant deformations
are considered.
• We have introduced a projection (3.12) in our computation, which is a crucial step
in the mapping from the ERG equations to higher-spin equations of motion. This
is similar to the projection used in the Vasiliev higher-spin theory which selects the
physical information.
• Dimensionality plays an important role, as is expected in the standard treatment of RG
flows. In the case of the free limit discussed in [23] dimensionality was very secondary.
We find that the inclusion of interactions modifies the map to the HS equations present
in the free case by dimension-dependent structures. It is plausible that the general
focusing of trajectories in RG space is translated to a structure of deformation in the
higher-spin equations of motion. This is a topic worth pursuing in more detail.
• Having mapped ERG equations to higher-spin equations we see an explicit example,
albeit simplified, of the “RG=GR” equation where GR is really a higher-spin gauge
theory. By using the higher-spin formalism for the connection we explicitly answer the
question of how the RG equations which are first order are equivalent, in the appropriate
limit, to the Einstein equations which are second order in the metric formulation but
first order in the connection formulation. More importantly, we have taken a step
towards a “covariantization” or the ERG equations (2.1),(2.2) which is needed to make
full contact with any covariant gravity theory.
Much more is known about vector models than their RG equations [42]. It would be inter-
esting to map other structures of the vector models on the boundary to the bulk higher-spin
theory. In particular, the gap equation which has recently been discussed in the context of the
higher-spin/vector model duality [43], should find a conceptual place within our formalism.
It will also be interesting to pursue what the identification discussed in this paper and its
implications can teach us about quantum aspects of higher-spin gauge theories and their re-
lations to full blown string theories. Another direction is to generalize the current discussions
to lower dimensions, in particular, to AdS3/CFT2 holography with higher-spin fields where
remarkable progress has been made recently [44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56].
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